647(I) PC – PEEPING
ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY

Date/Time: 07/04/2019 (Thursday) 02:04 AM
LOC: 1700 Block of College View Dr.

The suspect approached the victim’s bedroom windows and looked into the residence. The suspect then made inappropriate and lewd comments about their bodies. The suspect was chased away from the area by one of the victim’s husbands and was seen fleeing in the above pictured vehicle.

Suspect: Male, 5’07”, 150lbs, light complexion, with a goatee/soul patch, wearing a dark colored hooded sweatshirt with a white design on the back.

Suspect Vehicle: Light green or light colored 4-door newer model pick-up truck. The vehicle has a large magnetic advertisement on the front passenger door.

ANYONE WITH INFORMATION IS ASKED TO CONTACT THE TIP LINE AT 626-307-2563
OR EMAIL MOSTWANTED@MONTEREYPARK.CA.GOV